Red dots mark rugged, rocky loops over hilly terrain providing a more challenging hike.

Skyline Transect walks on our most open across the Blue Hills range, offering spectacular views of the southern New England range, offering spectacular views of the southern New England range.
A World of Nature

The nature before you is the product of a variety of forces. Geology, climate, fire, flood, logging, and farming all have shaped the dramatic landscape of Blue Hills reservation today. Trails today mirror the story of the Blue Hills centuries past. The landscape that you see today is the result of a complex interaction of forces that have shaped the land over time.

The Blue Hills Reservation serves to protect, promote, and enhance the natural and cultural resources of the area for the use and enjoyment of current and future generations. The reservations also include a variety of habitats and ecosystems, each with its own unique characteristics.

Ayers Rock, which rises to a height of 2020 feet, is the highest point in the reservation. The Blue Hills Trail leads to the top of the rock, providing a panoramic view of the surrounding landscape. Visitors can enjoy hiking, bird watching, and scenic drives on the reservation.

The Blue Hills Trail is a network of trails that winds through the reservation, offering opportunities for nature study, exercise, and relaxation. The trails are well-marked and maintained, and there are restrooms and water fountains available along the way.

The Blue Hills Trail is open year-round, and the Visitor Center offers a variety of programs and activities for visitors of all ages. Visitors can learn about the history and ecology of the Blue Hills Reservation, and participate in guided walks and workshops.

The Blue Hills Reservation is a place where visitors can connect with nature, explore the natural world, and appreciate the beauty of the Blue Hills.

For more information, visit the Blue Hills Trailside Museum or call the 24-hour Radio Dispatch at (508) 820-1428.